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Even before we were in graduate scho61 the professional histo ians of

my generation were warned against hypothetical or conjectural h tory. "If"

was a word and concept that we were to avoid at the risk Of cçIntaminating

,

our sense of history with wiat had noff happened. After allI wasn't what

happened difficult enough to get a hold on?
,*

The tantalizing lure of "if" nonetheless has caught more than one his-

torian for awhile and even, Contrary to our teachings, informed our sense

of Ihe past. Suppose that His Majesty's ministeTs had been more imaginative

and sensitive in their response to the,grievances of the American colonies.

Or, would the history af'the American people conceivably have been the -same

if the Mayflower instead of landing at Plymouth Rock had sailed to San

'Diego Bay? If Lincoln had lived, if° Wilson had not suffered frojfi a stroke

or been a Presbyterian, if the momentum of the.Kennedy adminis ation, sym-

E,

bolized by.the Peace Corps,had not been cut short ... If. If. If ... -

Those of us who are exercised abotit' the needs of higher education and

who are concerned with the quality of learning and teachin in our-colleges

and universities should not be misled by our good intent ons into believing

that history is on our side. Think of the "ifs" that nform our dismal past!

If Thomas Jefferson's elaborate plan for a coherent system of education in

Virginia had been enacted ... If Benjamin Franklin's and Benjamin Rush's

comparable systems for Pennsylvania had developed as they proposed . . If the

great national university envisioned by George Washington, John Adams, and

their successors had paralleled the growth of othgr agencies of goiernment

If the Morrill Federal Land Grant Act of 1862 had been at the time of its
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1
enactment,. a bold.entry on the part of thp national government into a concern

for the educational needs of the country instead of a more or less convenient

way of disposing of federal lands ... If the G.I. Bill Of Rights in its edu-

cational provisions had been inspired by a deeply felt belief in the benefits

0

of higher education for society instead of a profound fear of the prospect
, -

of great numbers of unemployed war veterans .,. . ,1

Tradition supports neglect, confirms the accidental rather than the in-

tentional as a force in shaping higher education in the United States, and

do

argues that senseless rivalry and the vicissitudes of existence have had more

to'do with the patterns of institutional development than have cooperation

and planning. Why didn't excellence in higher education become in the past

a central concern of the nation? What have been the impediments to a cohesive

sense of society in the American past, and how has that lack of cohesiveness

spelled itself out in the lives of our colleges and universities? Why has an

inflated sense of individualism taken precedence over the requirements of com-

munity and what price have we paid for neglecting the resources that are es-

sential to the health of society? what are the myths and the illusions that

,encouragd the easy posture that there is no relationship betweefi the security

of a free people and the vitalitrof the institutions that nurture their in-

tellectual, moral, and aesthetic resources? Why has eighteenth-century fed-

eralism been allowed'to get in the way of twentieth-century national effec-

tiveness? 6

I do not,suggest that those questions are going.to be answered here, bui

I would argue that-implicit in them are some.inklings, some suggestions, of

the enormity Of-lhe challenge that presents itself to anyone who would have

this country anfront .bead on the question: Whatare the missions of higher.
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education in a free society and how can those.missions best be fulfilled in

the United States? I sometimes hear references to the Amer.ican ay-Stem of

higher education, although it is a phrase that, while,evoking a sense of,

comfort and reassurance, actually cloaks the reality that there is no Ameri-

can system,of higher education. Indeed, it is the very absence of system,

the awkwardness with which the various parts--private and public, old and
'

.
'

. .

m
new, state and local, liberal and vocational, undergraduate and professional--

hold together (if indeed they do), as well as the chaotic °absence of any

widely accepted authoritative pattern of articulation between secondary edu-
.

cation and higher education--it is these evidences of disartay that remind us

of the Herculean task that confronts the National Commission on Excellence in

Education. You may know what Preident Reagan had in mind when you were ap-
.

pointe&to the Commission. 'History will never know.

Do you suppose that the Association of American Colleges would be lgUnch-

ing a project that aims to define the meaning of the baccalaureate degreezif

there were an American system of higber education? No, of course not, and

it gill not help matters to pretend that there is, for one great national re-
.

sponsibilitY--in the absence of a system--is to rationhlize what there4is, to

make coherent what stubbornly refuses to mesh, and to use the resources of the

national government in.such ways-that assure,that the non-system that we do

have nurtures the talents, sensitivities, and imagination that are essential

to our intellectual and morarstrength.

At the same time let it be understood that although we pay a high price

for the irrationality of our non-system of higher education, its strengths are

to be cherished-and would surely.be threatened and dissipated if instead of

what we .do haveve had a large unitary national system. As Burton R. Clark

R'1)
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has pointed out; our non-system, in contrast to Englishand Europaan models,

is defined bY its'"huge size, ... its dispersiOn of control,.variety of in- .

stitutional forms, ... extensive student choice and'high faculty mobilitY."

These characteristics constitute a structure of sorts that is especially

capable of delivering mass higher educationneven as it is responsive to a

combination of challenging cultural and technological demands peculiar to

the last quarter of the twentieth century.#

It seems :0 me to ba important to acknowledge that the fragile strength

of higher education in the United States lies inothe very irrationality of

the enterprise, in the uncertainties and ambiguities that frustrate the,re-

formers and utopians among us, and in the absence of any authority,in the

national government to act in any overpowering way on or for higher education_

These aspects of American higher education are both a consequence 'of and a

cause of our great adaptability to diverse needs, our great,variety of insti-

° 0

tiltions responsive to a multitude of individual gspirations, our great flex-

ibility, and the greater effectiveness that flows from patterns of dispersed

Control. Plus far, as.Burton Clark has suggested, we have achieved and main- .

tained in American higher education a precarious balance between the demands

of differentiation and unification, between the dispersion of purpose and au-

thority and its integration. That balance' is precious, and although it may

now be out pf whack by virtue of the national government's current rebicence

#

to perform a necessary and resknsible tutelary and supportive role, it could

just as readily be endangered by an overzealous national ministry.
4

Is there any-ineasure of historical reassurance in the past? I would .

suppose so, or what is this paper doing here?. In the'history of American high-

,

er education, surely'one of the periods of,excellence occurred in the middle
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decades of the nineteenth century when college going was defined,by-self-

contained small colleges of sure moral purpose, held together by an under-

paid and dedicated faculty and enjoyed by boisterous but ambtious young men

'intent on making something of-themselves. When Mark Hopkins unknowingly

launched himself into the mythology of Americari higher educat0 ion with his

inaugural address as president of Williams College in 1836, he spelled out
,

the criteria for judging such colleges:. 'Opportunities and inducements for
0

physical exercise, a healthy situation, fine scenery, proper books, a suit-
_

able example on the part of instjuctors, companions of correct and studious

habits, and above all, a-good religious influence." Not quite as an after-

thought, he included classroom instruCtion, which he looked upon ag less ith-

portant because while his longer list of criteria molded moral character, in-

..struction merely formed the intellect.

In many ways, looking back as we canttroM a century and a half of mate-

rial and intellectual progresp,-we can fault.those little provincial colleges,

but to the degree that they held to the priorities and purposes,spelled out

by HoPkins, to that degree they delivered a quality education at aivery lo

price. With only experience and tradition to guide them, all over the,country

governing boards of trustees-were managing similar enterprises delivering more

or less the same educational experience. Effo.rts to move higher education in

other directions were on the whole thwarted and premature, but experimentation"'

was not prohibited and diversity and flexibility were not wholly absent. ,The

American college was evolving, in substance and style, as a creature of the

society it served: it would not be rushed:

If I were to attempt a graph of the American experience with higher edu-

cation, such ag.those that chart the rise and fall of the Dow Jones averages,
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rthillk that I would find two other plateaus ofexcellence one in the late

nineteenth century when an explosion of learning, the elective curriculum;

. and dynapic growth led to the development,'often out of onetime small col-

leges, of great private and public universities; and the other, in the years

Immediately after World War II when a coming together of disparate factors

and developments directed colleges and universities toward providing mass

education even as greatey numbers perMitted a selectivity in admissions that

encouraged highLr intellectual standards and expectations. Among thete devel-
,

opments were the quickening of American intellectual lffe by the flight of

scholars and artists from Nazi Europe, the.coming of age of a generation of

highly able and highly motivated descendants of late nineteenth-century Jewish

tmmigrant stock, a similar movement into mainstream American jife by the nine-

teenth-century Catholic immigrations from Ireland and Italy, the G.I. Bill

of Rights, and a vigorous economy.

While these ihree periods may have excellence in common, clearly each

period presents us with convincing evidence o' the diversity of institutional

style and purpose that has met the higher educational needs and expectaticorns

;

of the American people. Beside th6se magnificently internally coordinated

provincial colleges, we must also place those dismal fundamentalist colleges

that were as hostile to life as they were to learning. And while the elec-

0, tive curriculum, professional schoj.ars,,.and.a great deal of money imparted

zest and achievement to the late nineteenth century university, fear of the

very same ingredients drove a host of colleges into a self-satisfied stupor

from which they were a long time recovering. Also, whatever ie was that was .

happening to our colleges and universitieS in the 1960's and early 1970's, we

are already in a position to post, along with the gains, some sdense of the
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-losses in institutional cotiesion and identity, of tl-tesurfacing of tensions

and demands that have unsettled ahd to Some extent sidetrackedethe,academy

But to be aware of all this is also to recognize the relationship between

unsupervised diversity and dispersed control and what we mean when we think
,

'eand talk about'higher education in the United (States.

Just as there are high points and low points and even-shadows iic my

hj_storical chart, it is of course possible for the history of any particular

institution to defy.the charts, to have its \own eXperience With strength and

&

weakness, and to make its own significant contribution to the dynamics of .

American higher education. Certainly0b.s I review the histOry of particular

9'
institutlons I am struck less by how they may fit into my graph than I am by

how important has been the.availabllity of-leadership Appropriate xo the mo-
o

ment.and how kroductive of flexibility and innovation has been the American

tradition of independent governing boards responsible to collegiate and uni-

versity%corporatips. Permitted and encouraged by their boards of trustees

to strike out in ngw directions,"charismatic leaders ,Freated quality institu-

tions out' of Antioch, Reed and Swart1-;more. Our non-system of higher education

° was.as a result invigorated and at the same time validated.

What can be leatned Erom seattered-eXperiencesrout of the past? What

cautions, what warhings,'does the past have for thoSe who would boldly define

the problems and identify the barriers to excellence in the educational enter-
.

''prISe? What kinds of developments unexpectedly imparted vigor and strength to

American higher education? ,How easily wag- it endangered even by Its friends?
-

President Conant of Harvard and President Hutchins of Chicago were absolutely

certain that the educational'provisions of the G.I. Bill' would be subversive
,

1

of quality in American higher education. When Frank Aydelotte of Swarthmore
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proclaimed in-1928 that "the, race for numbers is over, and,;..,the race for

qualitas begun," some may actuallyA have migtakenly be1iev0 that American

higher education could be American higher education without a responsibilityO. .

to toth nAblbers and qualsity. Who, watchindthe-University of Kansas student-

body demonstrating in.1941 foi. a Monday holiday to.celebrate a football,vit-
- .

tory, coUld have anticipated that twenty-four.years later students would take

over the chancellor'g office in protest againgt universilir-sanctioned racial

0

'discrimination? Who couldhave planned that notable improvement in stujent

behaiiior?
1 1

What can.we learn from the brave leader-ship of Josiah Quincy at HarGrd

during the J4cksonian era, when a conern for academic:excellence wasabused

as aristocratic? Quincy refused tlf succumb to the open enrollment trade,

school collegiate model,proposed y others, especially hostile DemOcrats in

the General Court, a'nd, in invigorating the college with a univergity poten-

0

tial, he took Harvard, in the words of his biographer, from "the brink of

despair {to} the tfireshold of greatness." -.One does noct have to accept

'

the full arrogance of Howard Mumford'Jones's brief summary oleAmerican his-
.

tory--"Take the Harvard "elite' out of the histOry of,America, and tell me,

'what have youleft?"-2onedoes' 'not have to accept thig hit of conceit from

,,

Cambridge in order-to recognize that in the quest for balance in American

,

higher education quality hag forever been at war with populism, practicality,

and operational uH_lity.. 4

,

What guidance cal;t be drawn from the analyses of tile emergence of the

American university provided us in 1965 by Laurence Yeyseyol the University

tt,

of Califarnia at Santa Cruz? Veysey's account is.probably the most influen-

tial interpretation that we have of the conditions that gave shape to the
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A atyle university that, whAlfe incorporating characteristics of'both English,

Amer,icanouniversieY and tp the conf4cting values and emphases that sought
,

exRression wit'hin its walls., Meysey focused on the process by whirh univer-

.

sities began tO redefine the nature of higher education0:in the United-States.

. .

,0

*Just as there were qp universities in the United States before"Oe Civil War,
4 .

regardless of whaUthey called-themselves, by 1900 tlfere. were at least a dozen

institUtions that were,lending themselves to-a definition of an Americhn-
as",

and continental- moder's, Was uniqde.

,
Between 1865 and 1890 disputes and conflias and.differences of emphasis

4

.witJain the developing academic community revolved arodnd not simply whether

,

'the'university would crowd out the college but what kind of university-would

-

shoulder the burdens of higher learning in a.rapidly growing.industrial4society..,

Professor Veysey identified four warring philsoiophies!,that competed for as-

cendanCy: piety and discipline, utility, research, and liberal culture. The

-

outcome of thdt competition gave us our non-system of higher.education.

The first of these philosophieS waS more or less:abandoned to the colleges,

Although in older.institutions'stretching toward university status the piety-
,

discipline axis hadSits adherents. Essentially, however, the University in

the United States, as nowhere else, chose to accommodate all thejhilosophies,
,

'co"mbining service with research, utility with liberal culture. ,If by 1890

tilts accoMmodation had been reached at the dozen or so universities that be-

came the instintions that would set directions and standards, thereafter admin-

istrators shifted
-

versity struqure

their attention to organization and' control, shaping a uni-

that made rodm for a developing gulf between students and

faculty, the rise.of administrative bureaucracies, academic hierarchies, and

academic freedom. The result.,was.the American university as it iTnow under-
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. , _

stobd-and .txperienced--an incoherent structure that contains and suppo5ts,
,

, - c ,...-

scholars, schools of innkeepingfootball players, And even,itp.alienated

critics. And while t he use'of Clark Kerr''s happy,te.7, multiversity,"may

make-one segment,df'.American higher education more comprehensible, it doe

not n ecessarily make4t_more sane. Particularly since the' m4ttVersity comes

atoleast two versions-7private-.and public, and sha;es the resRonsibility

for American higher education'skith,liberal arts colleges, teachers colleges,

'commdnity colleges, and idnumerable other dnstitutions engagea in post-

secqndary* learning.

Today,.when some-of us a gue that the future healthof higher education.

-is necessarily a function of-a---Whu -E.*range-af_gavernment policies arrecting

financi:al suppOrt, student and TaCulty recruitment, and research, it may be

1

-useful to be reminded that President Ellot of 'Harvard sometimes talked as if
.

,the quaiity of the Harvard educational experiehce depended on the unlversity's

independence from the state.and from any denominational connection. While At

,

is true,that nlitically oriented boards of regents and narrowly fundamental
- . .-. ,

A . ,

ist religious bodis have-been,demonstrablir subversive.of all kinds of excell,- '

,

lence in institutions of higher-learning, there-is no necessaiy ,ponnection be-

_
-

tween the.state'and low duality and between religion and low quality, just as -

,

.there is no necessary assurance of high qualityin.institutions whose so-
..

called Adependence is subsidized by. wealthy'benefattors and alumni. No, the

-truth of the matter isthat all colleges and universitieg are beholden to.a

.

variety of publics, are chartered for-a public,purpo'se, and a're free to.achieve

:2 \

quality only as-their resources, thbir intentions and' imagination, apd their .

leadership allow them.to.

12



On the other hand, it would of course be comforting to, be able to demon-

strate that government support of higher education, both state and federal,

has been inspired by a conscious concern for its vitality, but, as George

Rainsford's history of the federal role in support of higher education in

the nineteenth century clearly shows, this simply is not so. Moreover, most

4

federal support has only incidentally been concerne4, with education. Higher

ers

6 e '

education may have,.benefited from gOvernment generosilK, but Congress has

been a patron as if by accident--it has really been intent on pursuing such

diverse objectives as the sale of public lands, the settlement of new states,

the-internal'unity of the Republican Party, the demands of such powerful spe-

cial interest groups aS the farmers, and in recent years "beating the Russians."

aIf zovernment patronagehas often in the past been accidental and inci-
ff

dental and therefore erratic and unreliable, more recentlY American higher

education has also found its eneegies and'resources taxed by the demands of

new self-conscious constituenCies. Government long ago learned to use higher

-t

education for its purposes, without paying great attention to the consequences

for higher education itself, but something new entered the experience of col-

- leges and universities when they became the battleground:for the aspiraqpns

of assertive interest groups. There is something quite marvelous about the

realization that a third of the student body and a quarter of the faculty at

Yale today are Jewiph, just three decades since William F. Buckfey was beraFing

his'alma mater, in God and Man at Yale, for Tailing,to indoctrinate its stu-

-

dents with Christianity. Yet, there.is something saddening abdut the parting

1 shots with which the retiring Jewish--inhaplain at Yale in 1980 gave expression,

o.

to a sort of manifesto
'of'Jewish ri,ghts and claims at Yale.

Institutions are delicate. They are fragile. They achieve and maintain

excellence in mysterious ways: That excellence is more ,easay destroyed than

13
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created. Can a university president clarlfy his university's mission and

strengthen its capacity to achieve while dissipating is energies in contro-
,

versy on the inside with bothhlt athletic department and his resident rabbi

and defending the enterprise from right-wing extremists and religious funda-

mentalists on the outside? -I am sure that there is a limit beyond which both

a tirst-rate institution and an able admInistrator cannot be stretched with-

out damage to both, but I am not aware of any evidence that would allow us to

-
predict an abatement in the use and misuse to which militants of various per-

suasions--religious, racial, sexual, and politicalare pimtent on subjecting

a

American higher education.

We should not, however, underestimate the extent to which the health of

AmeriCan higher education today rests on the conquest of anti-Semitism as an

integral aspect of the style of leading American colleges and universities

and on how that salutary condition came about. There has been a revolution

in college adMissions and in the history of anti-Semitism in American.higher

education, and ,that revolution is central to an understanding of the health

of the con,temporary American college and university, particularly since it

antedates the intrusion of government into admissions and hiring practices. ,

The so-called tern "Big,Three" may not matter much d.sn football any-

more, but for a vefy long time, and with justification, Harvard, Yale, and

Princeton have been trendsetting influences not only on the private institu-

C1
tions but on all kinds of colleges and universities seeking guidance toward

o

excellence. Dr. Marcia Synnott of the University of South Carolina, with the

complete cooperation of the universities themselves, in 1979 gave us a detailed

documented account of how Harvard,'Yale, and P4,inceton established quotas for

Jewish students and, in their first really serious experience with selective

4
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admissions, from the 1920's into the late 1940's,preserved themselves as

bastions of a white Anglo-Saxon Protestant elite. But her story,does not

stop there, for those same universities, in subsequent decades; were tran-

formed by a number of interacting developments into increasingly diverse

and pluralistic institutions.

While each university moved toward effective discrimination against Jew-
,

ish applicants in°its own style (Harvard under a strong president,.Yale under

a strong faculty, and Princeton under a strong governing board), all succeeded

in arriving at what was thought to be a comfortable policy of denying access

to qualified Jews. (Of course, where applicable, the policy also restricted

entry by Blacks, Catholics, women, homosexuals, -and others considered unlikely -

candidates for the elite positions for which these universiti,,es prepared.)

Harvard, Yale, Princeton, and the institutions that followed their lead

or were comforted in their own discrimination by the augUst company they kept,

were prompted to carry out their policy of discrimination at a time when.they

were dependent on the financial support of a snobbish elite and when they had

not yet altogether made up their minds how quite to esNish the priority

of intellectual purpose over social considerations. 'The changes in society

that transformed the universities iwthe 1950's and 1960's were cdinplex, unin-
.

vited, and insistent, and how these universities responded was a test of their

vitality and imagination as well as a test of their readiness to embrace dyna-

mic social change.

They passed the tests, and while I cannot here quickly tell you why, it

is probably true that the very attributes that allowed them to live comfortably

with their anti-Semitism early in this century prohibited them from pursuing

the same policies later in the century. What were these attributes? An ear
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to the ground, and a sense of where the important ground lay. A flexibility

not so_much about what is good, true, and beautiful but about how much of the

good, true, and beautiful is palatable to.those on whom one depends for es-

sential support. And a somewhat delayed response to the main intellectuq1

and social currents in the society being served: institutions of higher edu-

,. cation are forever having to catch up; they are not accustomed to leaping .

ahead; they are barometric. But we are concerned wi,th excellence and I sup-

pose that T am saying that we would not even be talking about excellence at

Harvard; Yale, and Princeton if anti-Semitism still prevailed there, just as

we cannot look for guidance to the best in American higher education where

anti-Semitism is 'still ensconced and where Jewish students and faculty are

_uncomfortable or_unwelcoffie.
_

Does it occur to you to substitute "able 6ut-E-dridieawed;"--"talented

but'hoMosexual,",and "promising but blackand_unprePared" for "qualified but

Jewish'' in this consideration of anti-Semitism as a sorry moment in the his-

tory of American higher education? I hope so. For if that history tells es

anything, it is that when it's leaders'and caretakers have been lost effective

-and responsible there has Ile& no conflict between access and quality, no

debilitating tension between the college and university as an instrument of

social and economic mobility and the college and university as an institution

for training and certifying a supply of bright and able leaders.

Elsewhere in the Western world where there are systems of higher educa-,

tion this balance, this creative tension, has not been achieved. Surely the

first requirement of a national policy for higher education is to/support that

balance, feed those tensions, and maintain the diversIty and flexibility that

are the fortunate historical fallout of our non-system.

1 6
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That is why what the national government does or does not'do is so tre-

mendously important. It can throw higher education out of balance, it can

encourage the monopoly of higher education by one segment at the expense of

the benefits of diversity, it can tip the balance of authority and influence

to one of higher education's interest groups--business, government, students,

faculty, benefactors--to the exclusion of the others. And it can wield this

infladnce as much by what it doesn't do as,by what it does. We have reached

a time of such sophistication and.complexity in modern.society that it simply

-

yin not do.for the national government lo retire from the scene while piously

sending out the message to all the yarious institutional components of the

higher education enterprise: "Go to it!" That may do for IBM and,ATT. t

is an altogether inappropriate policy for the intellectuaj, moral, and aesthe-

tic resources and foundations of this nation, The National.Commission on Ex-
.

cellence in Education is a reminder of the responsibilities of the national

government to higher educcion and of the up'portive and tutelary role that

only it can fill.

2
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The National Commission on Excellence in Education is required by its

mandate essentially to define and fcIster the levels of academic excellence
Li

appropriate to life in the United States as it can be expected to be in the

*twenty-first century. Whatever the degree of activity and influence that

may issue from the Commission, its very existence argues that thought must

be given to the demands and expectations of society as, they will impinge on

the colleges and universities of the United States in the'future.

My reSponsibility is less *awesome, in no *ay predi tive-or prescriptive.

I want.simply to draw a bit on history, to offer some sense of the conditions

that supported quality in the past and that delivered from the colleges and

universities graduates who helped to do the world's work and responded for

better or worSe to the needs of society.

I locate the first period of excellence in American_higher education

in the middle decades of the nineteenth century, in the years perhaps between''

1830 and 1860 when a number of conditions conspired to allow a common under-

standing of what a ebllege education was 41 about. Henry Smith Pritchett,

first president of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching,

in his annual'report for 1907 enumerated the considerations that he believed

entered into judging the excellence of a college's performa7nce:

...The quality of teaching... ; the range of subjects

taught... ; the equipment which enlbles the ollege

adequately to fulfill its scope; the character:of the

tests by which students are passed from one class to

'another; and finally the eniire training which the

college requires of its students before it dismisses

them with its degrees.

And then he added, "Each one of these conditions is directly affected by the .

'
kind-of students admitted 'to the college." Pritchett was involved'in estab-
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lishing standards of admission in the interest of injecting some degree of-

unity in American education, but a further importance of his remark is the

focus it, places on who goes to college. Fpr the nature of American higher

education iq,the end depends on the young men 'and women who go td pollege,

why they go, and what expectations they and gpciety hold for the consequences

of their going.

Nathaniel Hawthorne, attending the Williams College Calimencement exer-
V_

cises of 1838, allows us a glimpse of the kinds of students who were'pOpu-
.

lating our colleges in those decades before the Civil War. He jotted into

his potebook Observations on some of the Williams students he saw thae, but

4e might just as well have.been in upstate New York,,Ohio, Illinois', or at

one of the country colleges of the South: ."Country_gractuates=rough, brown-
.

featured, schoolmagter looking, half-bumpkin, half-scholar figures, in black,

.

ill-cut broadcloth; their manners quite spoilt by what little of the gentle-
°

man'there was in them.... A rough hewn, heavy set of fellows from the hills

and woods in'this neighborhood; great, unpolished bumpkins; who had'grown

up as farmer-boys."

In Hawthorne's "great unpolished bumpkins" we are invited--no, required--

to recognize the aspiring. college youth of myth, the youngster spared from the

drudgery of the farm b*y unusual ambieion, ill'health, or the devotion of a

supportive family or a combination of these and otherfactors, nOminated by

self or family or village pastor to set himself apart from the vast majority

of his Contemporaries by going to college 4nd becoming a leader. The excel-

,

lence of his educatlon fs documented by the degree to which .it allowed.him to

fulfill his own and society'sexpectations. Of the wenty-three graduating

seniors who fell under the observation of Hawthorne in 1838 ten Rracticed law,e
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nine became clergymen, five were school principals, three were editors.

Others practiced medicine and engaged in manufacturing,imerchandising, and

the marketing of anthracite coal. At least nine held elective office, in-

0
cluding membership in the state legislatures of Massachusetts, New York,

and Illinois, or were appointed to high judicial positions. One was editor

of the Chicago Tribune for many years; another became a leading fravel writer

of his generation'. "Great, unpolished bumpkins, who had grown up aslarmer-

,boys."

The quality of'these young men's education is only in part tested by

their subsequent careers. It is also necessary to question whether the in-

stitutional arrangements were as good as society's resources would allow,

0

whether the formal course of study reflected the existing state of learning,

and whether the total .collegiate experience was conducive to the development

of traits of mind and character that-would in fact enhance their potential as

leaders.

Sincevery few young men and hardly any Young women went to colleie-1n-
0

42,
those days, it is useful to asiOwhat sodiety expected of those who did, par-

ticularly since it was possible to be a doctor or a lawyer or a clergyman

without going to college at all. Ohat'lay atthe end of the road for the

college graduates who entered the prelfessions, as a majority of them did,

were positions of respectbandjeadership not only, in the profession's but in

their communities. Secondary schools recruited their teaching staffs from

young college graduates-who were usually'only tarrying on their way to--ca-
.

reersin the professionsa Colleges recruited their professors Trom men who

had tasted the law or ministry or medicine and had decided for one reason

or another that a college professorshl:p was more to their liking.
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And while this process of developing colleges as seedbedt for society's

,leaders began in the Colonial period, the process continued'and was magnified

as the country moved Westward. The college founding that first spread New

England influence into the West was inspired by a pessimistic fear of barber-

.,

ism and was later fueled by an evangelical religious fervor and denominational

rivalry that derived.from more optimistic anddemocratic impulses. The con-
*

nectiorw between colleges and leaders and social stability, as well as the

4

connection between colleges and individual amIlition, were uppermost inthe

minds of the pioneer settlers of western communities who erected colleges

,often before there'was any apparent or immediate need for them.

In effect, the colleges were accessible to all young white males who

aspired to the roles that society had designated as essential to social order. .

Colleges sprouted as geographical conditions,dictated, as denominational ri-

valry required,' and as fear af the barbaric influences 7.f an undeveloped en-

.

vironment encouraged. In addition, costs were low, financial assistance was

generous, tuition bills were often uncollected. If the price was lfi-the end-

.4t

.p.aid by the professors and their.families, they knew what they were doing--

providing the social glue and the responsible leadership for a young nation

experimenting with republican government and democratic politics.

In a sense there were more colleges than could be handsomely supported .

but probably not meny more than were necesary to give vitality to the Jef=

%

fe onian ideal of educational accessibility. _It must be remembered that
0

the era ith which we are concerned antedated the development 46t the academic

disciplines a d professional academicians; was just becoming aware of the

challenge of an un eveloped continent to the potentialities of applied sci-

ence; and regarded tra 'tional ethical and religious values as beyond chal-

21
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lenge. Given these conditions, large resources symbOlized by libraries and

laboratories were not necessary. As far as equipment and staffing were"'

concerned, on the whole the colleges were as good as they needed to be.

Some institutions were stultifying, some literally became lost in the

backwash of material advance, and others found-themselvesgeographically

misplaced. All were essentiallrprovincial in orientation: even Harvard,

where intellectual sights were raied by an environment congenial to reli-

gious heterod'oxy, enrolled an essentially narrow class of Bostonians. There

were no national institutions. In the 1850's both the University of Michigan

and New York University urged Mark Hopkins to become their president; 'their

governing boards fantasized making their uniyersIties either a Williams of

the West or a Williams of the city. Similar aspirations duplicated Yale Col-

lege and the College of New Jersey elsewhere in the West and South, places

where a traditional but.evplving curriculum, a sound religious environment,

and a singular senve of purpose--the training up of a corps of leaders--gave

focus and clarity to the collegiate ekperioce.

While the course o-;udy inherited by the colleges of the pre-Civil

War period was overwhelmingly concentrated in the Latin, Greek, and mathe-

matics that were synonymous with culture, it is a mistake to think of the

period as lackingin encouragement to new learning and receptiV'ity to new

disciplines. The old subjects dOminated, bt fiew subjects crept into the

0.

curriculum or 'found a 'congenial-place fn the extracurriculum that students

erected as a criticism of the. formal course of study and as an expression

*of their capacity to pursue education beyond the classroom.

The history of the liber I'arts curriculum is a record of accretion

and adjustment, of the accommodgtion of new knowledge and new values to both



continuing and changing purpose. How does a liberal art announce itself and

get idto the curriculum? Let chemistry be a case in point. In 1802 Yale

appointed Benjamin Silliman Professor of chemistry, geology, and mineralogy,

and made a term'of ch.gtistry a requiremen't of,the senior.year.- This was seven

wears after Princeton appointed the first professor of chemistry in an Amer-

ican college and some time before Silliman himself had ever seen a chemical .

,

experiment performed,,let alone performed one'himself. Sillimanswent down

to Princeton to find (Alt how to be a chemistry professor, and a few years

after he returned,to Yale, Chester Dewey -went down to New Haven ffOm Wil-

liamstown to find out, in turn, how to become a chemistry professor at Wil-

liams. A new liberal art was in the making.

.0ther subjects that would one day be.central to the liberal course of

study--English literature, history, art--were nurtured by student literary so-

cieties and clUbs, generally with the encouragement of the colleges which

A

were happy to encourage students to pursue learning on their own. Natural

.

history collections, museums of archeological and scientific interest, the

rudiments of art collections were often the' work of students. Still other

a

subjects,such as the modern languages, while only grudgingly incorporated

in the curriculum, acknowledged the incessant role of the outside world in

defining the,appropriateness of the cousse of.study. Occasionally, as in

the experience of Lafayette College with Professor Fra.ncis A. March, a whole

f

new field of study was launched simply because of the determination and imag-

ination of a single professor: March was apparently the first American pro-

fessor to teach Paradise Lost and Julius Caesar aSs if they could be used as'
,

instruments for learning something about thought, criticism, and aesthetics.'

A potential subject
such's* mineralogy waited in the wings Of most colleges
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until the publication of James Dwight Dana's System of Mineralogy allowed

it tó be exported from Yale in 1837.

Wale the nature of the cou'rse,of study and graduation requirements

epended therefore on. such variables as the'publication of appropriate texts,

e the imagination of pioneering professors, and,the appearanc.e of new knowl-A

edge and new social needs, the college preparation of the students themselves'

I -

was probably the single most limiting influence in definini the college

AV

P

cgurse. Yet, a pragressive upward movement of,standards in the years under

consideration allowed President James B. Angell of Michigan to conclude that

between 1800 and 1870 the equivalent of two years of what had'once been c'on-

sidered college work had been pushed down into the.schools. Given the ab--

sence of system in the educa:tiRn4 arrangments In college preparation, this

0

was a notable achievement.

A student might arrive aK college by a variety of roads--prepared by a

resident tut9r in the South or a local,clergym&n. in the North, in a private

day school'or a Laiin grammar school, in the preparatory departments of the

colleges themselves, or_increasingly in the years before,the Civil War in ,

- multipurpose academies that provided a terminal general'education as well as

college preparation. This diversity of preparation was a challenge to the

college cufriculume it setlimits on what it could be and also created de-

.

Mends for What it, had ,to be.

. The academy movement,,for instance, generated an increasesin the num-

bers seeking a college education, but in exposing their students to such non-

traditional but eminently useful studleS as English, the modern languages,

surveying, and bookkeeping, the'academies created a collegiate clientele

that showed signs of not being satisfied with the traditional course of study.
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JOiversity in college preparation also encouraged a wide age rarle and there-

fore degrees of maturity and different levels of expeCtation in regard to =

the course of study: of HawthOrne's "cduntry bumpkins;" one entered cdllege

.at the age of 12, another at the age of 21 (both distinguished themselves as,,

edit,ors and gained entry to the Dictionary of American Biography).

Where a college did not.run its own preparatory department, a device

for catching-Studenta.'young and funneling them into the college in various

stages of preparaticin; evidence supports the impression that students well

-v

, prepared by 'local clergymen or grammar schools usually skipped the freshman

year.and entered as sophomores. The New England colleges in partiCular were

_full of students who finished the course in less than four years; elsewhere

/

integral preparatoiy schbols allowed studentato take programs that were

ambiguous in definition.

In 1829 the freshman class at Harvard was. drawn from the usual mixed

preparation: 36 percent from academies, 26 percent from private proprietary

0

schools, 21 percent from Latin grammar schools, 10 percent from private tutors, .

oand 5 percent from college preparatory departments of other colleges. The

mix.varied from college to college, and from section to section, but the

meaning for the curriCulUm was almost'everywhere the same: a'freshman year

that was often repetitive and often of secondary school level; a course of

study that could not rely on any standards either imposed from outside or

agreed upon within what was at best only antamorphOus academic community.

College authoritiesq defining their own course of study, learned to restrain
0

their expectations in deference to the preparation of the students Who came

their way.

Ali this being so, how did the colleges--not all of them, for sure--

manage to shove two years of what had been college.work in 1800 down into the

;
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schools? How were standards raised and-social goals fulfified even while too

many colleges werejoeing'built, giventhe resources.and the avaiiablestudents?

Certainly one source was the determination of the old est,ablished'eastern e

)1.
T

institutions--Harvard,-Yalb, Princeton--to provide the cutting-edge for new-

learning and to provide room for it by .raising EheiraOmissions requirements.
.

,

. ,, . , u

The first new admissions requireMent in American'higher.education, beyond the

0
c

,

traditional Latin and Greek, was arithMetic, which wA required as an admissions

.. A .

V
subject by Yale in 1745. Tn 1819 Princeton required-. that candidates fpr ad-

mission be "well acquaintedli-with English grammar. Geometry became an"en-

.

trance subject at Harvard in 1844.and Yale in 1856. AncieAt history was s-

tablished by both.Harvard and Michigan as an entrance nequirement.in 1847.

'Tor two reasona the old colleges exerted a powerful influence in raciaing,,.

standards. The newer=colleges, in Ieaderdhip, faculty, and,purpose, were their

. ,
,

.

offgpting. The evangelical impulse emanating from Yale and Princeton carried
,

.

. .

0

educational standards,into the South-and West, The governing boards of the

. new colleges were studded With 4raduates of Yale,,Princeton, Amherst, Howln,

and Williams. And the old tastern institutions also OftervinfluenCed by default:

With a few notable exceptions, including Michiganwhere New England influence

was-Strong; state legislatures were friendlier to elementarY schooling than

to higher.education. The failure of states to develop and.support strong

gtate institutions left the matter of standards to rivals spawned by the.denom-

inaeions and, in the case of the best of them, prepared tO take theIr,cues
s`J

from the East.

The colleges of this first eta of.excellence judged themselves bythe

quality of their graduates as human beings. They knew that.very few people

134

;

went to college, that it was possible to be elected to high office by appealing -

2 6
4.41.
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to the passions rather than the intelligence of &e people, and that a great

deal of money could be made and was being made by ambitious and often crude

young men Who, spurning'both a sedondary and-collegiate education, were eager

to'transform the natural resources of an unexploited continent into personal

fortunes. But just because all that was so, the colleges saw their particular

function as cautionary, diluting, admOnishing: they regarded themselves as

preparing the clergymen, the judges, the teachers, the menewho occupied the

best houses in town, far carrying the burdens of community leadership.

If tile exit standards varied from college to college, thersetwas no ques-

.tion about whether Harvard or Yale or Princeton was the place. to look.for

guidKme. If state institutions were- neglected, the nutherouS little denomin-

ationll colleges provided an expanding country/Wit'h determined echoes of.

the.East, If the course of study was being challenged, as it'Surely was, by'

-

those who would make it morer9,1eVant and practical, there was a great deal

of evidence that new subjects and extracurricular entlwsiasms repudiated any

0
suggestion that the colleges were standing still. If the .arrangements that

,passed as a "system" of collegiate preparation could at best be described as

chaotic, the colleges were doing as well, with entrance standards and gradua-

tion requirements, as that Chaos permitted them..,It 1,1s no blemish on their

record that Abraham tincoln had'not gone to college: in the cabinet that tOok

,
o'ffice with him the two most important positions,'secretary of statand secre

tary of the treasury, were heid by graduates ofUnion and Dartmouth.

James B. Angell, the great president of the University of Michigan who

did so much to differentiate the American state university from the small liberal

artS colleges that defined the .essence of American higher education before the .
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Civil War, took stock at the end of the century. As he surveyed the academic

landscape, he was pkeased, with the changes of the past fifty years. The

course of study was on the-move,-being subjected to variety, intrusions

of new learniniand growth. The common curricUlum that enabled a college

in Iowa orgichigan or Nerth Carolina to speak the same language (and its

graduates to'share a common learning) was gone: libraries, laboratories,

seminars, imaginative reorderings of old:and new disciplines were invigorating ,

higher education with the excitment pf new challenges and opportunities.

The watchful discipline of the in loco parentis tradition had been re- .

placed by a friendlier laissez-fainathat, while ,sometimes bordering on indif-
,

ference, announced a new climate of freedom. The day of the teacher as moral

guide, idealized in the careers of Hopkins of Williams, Not.t of Union, and

, Wayland of Brown, was over; they had been replaced by trained professionals

.
prepared. to guide the young into the labyrinths of their academic specialties.

cr

The Colleges\no longer agpealed only to that limited clientele headed for

jeadership'in the professions; college-going had becoue a threshold for those

also destined for'careers in business and finance. The male domination of

higher educatiOn.haOaen broken: coeducation and colleges for women ushered

women off-the pedestal and out of the kitchen into a wotld of new opportunities.

Intercollegiate athletics*had tfansformed colleges and universities in ways

that were not yet fully undarstood.

Graduate schools of arts and sciences, offering advanced scholarly work

in academic disciplines that did not evenexist it the era of the colleges,

were chingift colleges into-universities and creating the new generations of

college professors. 'The connections between higher edlication and the public

had been greatly enlarged;.a:new sympathetic interest in higher education had
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developed on the farm, in the factory, and in the market place as a consequence
k

of the growing perception that there were available in the colleges and uni-

versities bodies of knowledge that could be applied to doing the world's work

more eflectivly and'profitably. And finally, Angef noted, there'had devel-

o oped a new articulation between the work of the schools and the work of the

colleges, a recognition of the dependency of one on the other, and a sense

'that system and order in the standards, curricula, and policies of both were

necessary in order to create some rationale for the American educational

effort.

The disorder and disarray that had overtaken American higher education

during the half century of change that Angell contemplate-d with satisfaction

cannot be overstated. All that excitement and accelerating change, all that

variety and movement, fed by the dynamic and optimistic style of a self-

confident industrial society, make the earlier era of small colleges seem

like the ultimate in system and order.

But even in that earlier time there were signs of the troubles ahead.

The widely accepted primacy of Latin and Greek had enabled the colleges to

maintain the B.A. degree as the badge of a cultivated person; But the ad-

vances in theoretical science and the challenge of the American continent to

applied science createa needs and demandS thet could not be ignored. Harvard

and Yale solved the problem by creating.separate scientific schools and by

awarding new degrees, Harvard the B.S. degree in 1851 and Yale the Ph.B. de-

gree in 1852.

The Harvard and Yale arrangements that set the pattern for the science

schools that multiplied in the 1850's andj860's placed applied science oUiside

the circle of respectability, but the tactics of the friends of the' B.A. degree
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, were self-defeating. Soon a great wave of industrial philanthropy was.of

sucb dimensions that it could dictate its awn terms: Lehigh University was

created in 1865 as a scientific and.technical college, Lafayette College

was transformed in 1866 by the addition of a school of engineering that

awer'ded the B.S. degree. In the 1850'g the Rensselaer-J)olytechnic Institute
. ----

stopped being a high school and began performing like a scientific college.

Engineering made its way into the'undergraduate course at Dartmouth, the

University of MiChigan, and Brown.before 1855. The University.f Rochester,

founded in 1850, offertd a choice of the B.A. or the B.S. degree from the

beginning. Illinois College, Denison, the University of North Carolina, New

York University, and Wesleyan reorganized their values and their course of

study in the 1850's to offer a course-.without classics leading to the B.S.

degree. In 1858 the first degree awarded by the State University of Iowa

was a B.S. degree. In the 1860's at least twenty-five institutions adopted

the thee-year parallel B.S. scientific piogram as a device.for expressing

their illingness to do what society expected of them.

rponding to a clientele that recognized the usefulness of applied scir

ence a d the hew subjects in advancing their Personal fortunes, and likewise

accedi g to\that clientele's distastefor the classics, the colleges created

combinationa of -courses in which science, modern languages, and English'Were

substit ted for Latin and Greek. The bachelor of philosophy (Ph.B.) degree

was int oduced by Brown in 1850; Wesleyan awarded the first B.S. degree for

1

.

*its sci ntifiC.course in 1838. These two degrees, alongwith the bahelor
..

. c
,

.

.

of lite ature .0.1,itt:), werethe insfruments for preserving the B.A. degree

from,co fusion\ with all those'variations of the course of study that did.not

\

,..

,

meet general eXpectations of what a.souhd classical education was suppose& to

be.
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The mo'Vement of a great number of vocational programs into the under-

graduate curriculum created a wave-of alphabet combinations that would not

be equaled until the era of the New Deal government agencies. In a period

of curricular innOvation and breakdown the invention of degrees accelerated.

The B. Sci. Ag. was first awarded in 1860; in,the 1870's the B. Home Ec. was

awarded to w en graduates of the land-grant institutions in Iowa, Illinois,

and Kansas Adrian Collhe in Michigan awarded the first B. Mus. in 1873.

In 1896 hio State University offered programs that l d to fifteen degrees--

three An the arts,. six in engineering and related fields of technology, two in

agr ulture, and five in various other vocational programs.

The new degree programs were symbolic of the curricular rearrangements

ta4 accompanied the'unleashing of great intellectual and social energies in

the--past-Civil War period. These energies came to be identifiea with Charles

William Eli.ot at Harvard, Andrew D. White and Ezra Cornell at Cornell,...and

Daniel Coit Gilman at,Johns Hopkins. ?Eliot developed, the idea of a wholly

elective undergraduate curriculum as an instrument'for moving Harvard, with
a

the cooperation of students, faculty, and benefactors, toward University sta-

tus, a higher level of-scholarship, more applied science. White at Cornell

translated Ezra Cornell's intention to "found an institution where any per-

son can find instruction in any study" into a staggering demonstration of the .

university in the public service. At Johns Hopkins Gilman created a univer-

sity whose focus was on advanced scholarship of a. kind heretofore associated

With the'German universities. The impact on American higher education of

Eliot, White, and Gilman was revolutionary. Henceforth, as Professor Veysey

made abundantly clear in his account of the emrging university, American higher

education would be beset by tensions that inhered in the conflict§ between
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traditional preacription and free electives', between the theoretical and

practical, between humanism and public need, between scholarship and utility,

between culture and the world's work, between piety and intellect.

As bewildering and as exasperating as the conditions of higher educa-

tion must have been to tidy minds:those years when American higher education

wrestled with all the exciting challenges contained in the carebrs of Eliot,

White, and Gilman must be viewed as years of excellenCe. For regardless of

much that was embarrassingly single-minded in its vocationalism or meretri-
...

cious in its effort to appeal to a variety of eager publics, higher education

in these years for the first time seized upon intellectual excellence as a

.

.primary purpose. At Johns Hopkins it was 'the purpose; at Cornell it was one

of several.purposes; at Harvard it becaMe a purpose that encouraged higher

admissions standards, a more scholarly faculty, and new hurdles for admissions

to the professional schools. But everywhere intellect was shoving aside or

challenging the piety, indifference; and rigidity that had held back or not

recognized the force of the energies that were being released by new academic

philosophies. Soon, their Ph.D. degrees fairly earned, products Of,,the new,

graduate schdols of arts and sciences would swarm across the land, transforming

the tofte andlife of hundreds of colleges by bringing to old subjects and new

the commitment of trained intellects.

For theprocesses of college admission, the maintenance and clarification

a

of standards, for e sense of what a college education or a secondary school

preparation indeed was, the thrust toward intellectual rigor and institutional

variety was all but disastrous. The diversity incollegiate degree programs

and corresponding admission requirements led to the exasperated remark of

the principal of Phillips Andover Acagemy in 1885: "Out of over forty boys
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for college next year we have over twentY senior0c1asses1" That, however,

was^but a small part of the problem. By 1900 the predominant form of second-
.

ary education in the United States was the public high school, a negligible

source of.the college population in the earlier era. By the 1880's, pattly

as the result of the-leadership of state univerSities seekink ways to develop

reliable sources of qualified students, state networks of public high schools

had been developed, linking the elementary schools of the state with the pub-

lic universities. By 1890 enrollments in public high schools surpassed that

of the surviving antebellum academies, which were in the process of precipi-

tous decline. ate growth of the public high school increased the potential

'number of college students, but the high school intruded new uncertainties

dnto the nature of secondary schooling in the United. States.4 It was strofigest

in the cities, and thus rural populations were educationally deprived. It

was stronger where state universities seized the initiative in rationalizing

state systems of education, it was weakest in the financially depressed South.

Its educational mission was muddled by the assumptiOn that it must prepare

for the traditionarpclassical collete course as well as provide terminal

training in new subjects and vocational prOgramS for students not going on

to college. It competed for students with private schools, old and new, and

with the integral preParatory schools of c011eges and universities: In 1889

f apprbximately 400 institutions,of higher education in the United 'States

.
only ,65 lacked al; on-campus preparatory division.

,
Toward t,he end of the'nineteenth century and early in the twentieth cen-

lury efforts to bring order out of the disarray of secondary .education, the

lack of uniformity in admissions standards, and the tenuous relationship be-

tween the schoolS and colleges led to a number of potable effortS to rational-
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ize American education. In the absence of any national authOrity in a posi-

tion either to iimpose or monitor standards, the task before the various com-

Mittees, Commissions, foundations, and boards that sought to bring some order

out of chaos was all but impossible. Nonetheless, the Report, of the Committee

of Ten on Secondary School Studies, launched by the National Education Asso-

ciatrion in1.892, became "a standard by which scfiools evaluated their own poli-

cies" on curriculum and it provided the philosophic underpinnings by which .

non-classical school programs achieved an equivalency for college admissiop

with the classical course. Under the lead of the University of Michigan, .

many state unfiiersities developed systems of certiacation,-by which high .

,

schools meeting theuniversity's curricular standards were accredited as certi-

a

fied sources of college students. Certification was often accompanied by

steadily elevating admissions requirements intended to spur the high schools

,to higher levels of work. In various sections of the country, as in the role

of Vanderbilt University in the creation of the Southern Association of Schools

and Colleges, strong universities provided leadership in founding regional

associations concerned with standards' and school-coXiege relationships. The

founding of the College Entrance Examination Boprd in 1901 was an effort to

standardize admiSsion credits, but its influence was limited 'to a select grOup

of Eastern universities and colleges and private schools that assumed the bur-

den of being the most demanding and in the process became the standard bearers

of American higher education.

Too many confliCting purposes were enmeshed in the admissions problem to
a

allow for any clear solution. Each college and university chose the method 4

or methods that it thought best served its purposes ana allowea'it to enroll

a class. Eliot's purposes at Harvard--to use higher standards of admission

34
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as a means of achieving university status--were of no use to collegeS\lacking

university ambitions. Harvard's later adoption of options and groups of '\

\
subjects appropriate for'admission was a function of the university's commit-\

ment to the concept, of student freedom in course election, a concept that was

in no sease universally admired. When Stanford University in1902 accepted

woodworking, forge w.ork, and machine shop work in partial!ulfillment ofoad-

mission to candidacy for the B.A. degree, it made a conscious decision to be

responsive to the interests of western democracy. When small New England cOl-
,

leges held tenaciously to their Latin requirements longer than their public

rivals, they chose to select their students from a,narrower clientele.

The idea of a Uniform universally rec gnized undergraduate.course of

study was dying along with the old curriCulut. School and college associe-

tions of subject matter teachers, even the creation in 1908 of'the Carnegie

unit (one of foUr courses carried fivc days a week during the secondary school

year), could only temper but not stem the disarray that had overtaken the

college curriculum.

The ambitious decision of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement

of Teaching to provide every American college professor with a pension was be-

yond its resources but its good intentions had the happy consequences of re-

quiring it to define what constituted a college worthy of its attention. The

Carnegie Foundation found itself confronted with the necessity of classifying

the colleges of thelJnited Statea, defining the standards by which they should

be judged, determining which were excellent and which inferior. Officers and

trustees of the foundation reduced the size of their.problitem at the outset by

,eliminating,state ,institutions as well as private institutions with denomina

tional.affiliation on the reasonable grounds that the foundation's resources

36
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were not unlimited and that the states and the cburches should look after

their own. In deciding what a college was (after the elimination of these

two categories), the foundation found forty-five and published its list in

, June 1906.

To make that magic list a'college had to require fourteen units of high

school-credit for adtission, each unit signifying five recitations a week

throughout the year in one subject. The "Carnegie Unit" was oft its way.

In addition, to be defined as'a college, an institution was required to have

six professors fully employed in college and university work, a course.of

four full years in liberal arts and sciences, and an endowment of at least

$200,000.

Without so much as a word about the curriculum, the Carnegie Foundation

nonetheless narrowed the definition of a college and established standards

by which the college course of stud'Y could be distinguished from the secondary

schooi. Its list of forty-five institutions--expanded to fifty-two by the

end of the first year--was misleading in its omission of the strong state in7

stitutions and leading private institutions with denominational affiliation.

Geographically the list was an expression of historical.developments: Be-

cause it was limited tO p vate institutions, it was heavily weighted among

New England and mid-Atlantic olleges and universities; because its,staridards

were likely to be an achievement of age or wealth or boA,,only One institu-
.-

tion was from the South and .only on from the West Coast. The technical in-
.

stitutions included were those whose co itment to pure science supported.

their programs in applied science. Colleg s outside the East were the old

institutIons of New England derivation where e sensibilities and, practices

of,the East were held in respect. The women's c leges were those that had

most succeeded in being like men's colleges.

36
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Implicit in its.selection was encouragement to colleges and universities

. that had been courageous in establishing admission standards, more faithful

than many pf their contemporaries to the traditions of liberal learning, and

most responsive to a heightened, sense of importance 'for intellectual values.

0

.Curriculardibarray was not eliminated by the Carnegie Foundation's first ven-
.

ture into educational philanthropy, but the foundation's list did single out

where the leadership for reorganization and reform would come froM and where

standardsorder, and coherence would have a chance if they were going to

have it anywhere.

Yet, it is easy enough to argueanother position. Intellectual purpose

vas in the ascendancy; so were football and.the entire array.of athletic

overemphasis. For,bhe first time young men and women could. be altogether

comfortable with scholarly ambitions on an Ai?ericjc college campus; the col=

leges were also beginning to appeal .to those for whom the label was more im7

portant than the contents... At the best institutions admissions reqUirements

were moving upward;- in 1909 of the then sixty-four institutions on the Car-

-

negie Foundation's list of the educationally excellent, one-third admitted

more than half of their students with conditions--among them, Harvard, Yale,

Princeton, and Columbia; in 1912 fewer than a half of the then 331,000 stu-,

.
dents enrolled in,807colleges and universities had fully met .addission re-

quirements. Common expectations as to appropriate admissions subjects were

developed by the best institutions; but in 1922 over 100 subjects were ae-

ceptable as .passports from secondary schoor to matriculation id an American

se

college or university.

To take this other position, however, is to igngre the realities of Amer,-

.._-1

ican life, the changing political and social.patterna that were-giVing tlie

....,......_-_-.
, .

1

.

----

Carnegie Foundation's list of superior institution-a-an .opportUnity 4 grapple,

\ ,

\

\
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with.the-chellenges Of a new definition of academic excellence. Henceforth .

36.

diversity rather than standardization would define American higher education--

diversity in purpose, expetations, and luality. This very diversity was in

the pro..less of dnderwriting, the possibility of excellence: it permitted

those institutions that were so inclined to make the effort.to define them-

selves as the best.

'.14r"v

Iv. .

°. Among the-concluding chapters offthe secbna volume of his distinguished

history of Yale College, Professor George Wilson Pierson included an intef-

pretation of "Shifting Conditions of A'dmission" on the eve of World War II.

His assessment was essentially an extended lament, a catalogue of events and

o

tendencies that undermined quality. Ifhis history of Yale was in tract the

history of a great university moying toward excellence, it was also a history

4

in whic.h excellence was achieved alWays against great, odds. The expectations

and pressures of an inCreasingly democratic society were at war with standards

and with traditions that Were to some degree aristociat'c in origin.

3)

Thus, theshiftineconditions of-Which he wfote militated against a level

9

of excellence of which American higher education was capable. The spread of

universal education in the tWentieth century required attenfIon to interests,

-

.abilities, and eXpectetions that were located outside the tidy ndrrow focus
o

of the old colleges. :The best colleges, let alonetheir weak si'sters, could
- T

not avee on standards, one rleason being the extent to_whIch-they-Were caught
....

---

up in the. competitive compulsions of American life. A shift in the centep/of

gravity in American education to the,city, t'het.West, to the lower and lower-
.

t,

middle classes, and to-vocitiOnalism registered 'a-decline in. the authority

a

3
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of NeW England, of oldfamilies and ola collegeb and old purposes in the

conduct of American higher education. "Now," he observed, "the ignorant

many were coMing out for their letters."

Laws against child labor filled the educational pool with the uninitiated;5

laws that extended the school-leaving dge pushed along the'eaucational ladaer

Areat numbers for whom the adventure of education was a bore.and a mystery.

Inmigrants and their offsp g "who because of their humble origins knew
0

'nothing of the liberal arps or regarded them as aristocratic" intruded a

1

powerful demand for practicality,. immediaLy, and technical competency into

-the cUrriculum of the schools and,therefore, of the colleges and universities
0

that were'sensitive to political forces. High schools, subject to no author-

ity higher than politicians in the state capitals, by 1930 had taken over

deciding whae students should study. The College Entrance Examination Board

.symbolized excellence, but it lacked authority and failed to receive the full

-cooperation of the best ,institutions, The spectable of Harvard, Yale, and

Princeton competing for the same athletically able or socially prominent.

students in the late nineteenth century was later repeated as,their reach for

nationals prominence' included competition for western students: admissions

standards sufferqd. And then came the Great Depression,'the unleashing of

-injurious pedagogical theory from followers of John Dewey and authorities in'

the professional schools of_education-7all contributing to an environment

hostile to the matritenance of standards. In 1932 Yale, in order to fill its

freshman aprmitories,'lowered its'standards. In 1933 Harvard received 1,297

applications for admission and enrolled 1,113 freshmen.. The struggle of the

best institutions to maintain standards is implicit in these conditions. In

the years before WorldWar II selecttvity in admissions was.a function only of
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I

bias And distriminatdon. Otherwise, the doors were wide.open to students

,
of varying detrees of ability and preparation. Indeed, in all hmt a very

-few institutions., if any, the doors were 9pen right up until the opening
,

d y.of college each'fall.

The aifficulties'that beset college and school people who yearned tor-

even higher levels of academic excellence may have been intensifiea by the

_conditions described in Professor Pierson's lament, but their problem was

more fundamental. Schools And colltges had been burdened by Society with
A t

so many conflictidg purposes that the achievement of academic excellence

ixecessarily had to battle its way among competing and ofteh superior and
,

contradictory claims:, The American school has not been without-its criticS

----
.

. ,

-.
-and its detractors- no literature enlivened by the presence of Tom.Sawyer,

Huckleberry Finn2 and Holden Caulfield cat be interpreted as a celebration

ot the Americannschodl .0n the other hand, the faiph of the American peOple
0

in .education
, while perhaps unwarranted, has been so fundamental that Lyndon

7

Johnson could get away,with,saying: "The answer fOf all our national problems

comes down to one single word--education. In effect, therefore, formal edu-
.

cation has beeli,expected,to do'andbe everything: an agency of Social con-

trol, a source of'leaders and'a winnower of winners from losers, an instru-
,

ment for confirming thepresent and taling the young; but also an agency re-

*

sponsive to.the aspirations:of the young, sensitive to its role in trarrfOrm7

.ing the lives of countless individuals and thereby prov.iding a dynamic trans-
,

'forming thrust to society itself.
,

-

In the'end, our schoo1 .S7and colleges also assumed a central,place in-

democratic politicai philosophy. For if a dembcratiC Society was to be pro-

tected" from tyranny, if a wise and honest public servicewas to be Created,

4
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if talent was to be drawn from thepeopLe at large,.if the ethnic and rdli-

gious diversity of the country was to be diluted by a developing sen4e of.
0

patriotism, all these challenges would have to be met by the country's edu-

cational enterpri-se. No one understood all this better than -homes Jeffer-

son, Benjamin Franklin, Benjamin Rush, and their contemporaries, but Horace

Mann, first secretary of the Massachusetts Board of Education, a generation

later was given the opportunity to act out their educational philosophy.

The common schoeil was not Horace Mann's invention, but during his tenur4

on the Board from 1837 to 1848, he dramatized the need for a systemaEic col-

lective approach to the education of the young. The label "ComMon.School"

grew out of a recognition of the extent to which the school he helped to

deVelop was indeed popular in its availabilit its instrOction, and its sup-

,

port. Mann and others, in Maasachusetts,and elsewhere, laid the foundation's

of what'became the American public schOol system with a wide network of,ele-
D

-mentary schools available without cost to all children, providing a common

.

- ,
instruction, supported and controlled by.the community. The American high

school and community collep are essentially extensions of the,common school,..

and the philosophy that gave shape to the state uni ersities and land-grant

colleges derived in part from similar impulses.

The appearance of the common school in the linited States in the'1820's ,

and 1830's, and its vigorous growth thereafter; must be recognizea as a ,Cou-
,

0

siderably delayed venture into a democratic system of ',education. The delay

cam be explained, but not without having to recognize how long the Ameritan

experiment with,'political democracy was allowed to progress without a support-

ing system of democratic education. The people of the United States simply

. ,

lacked the desire for cohesiveness, the regard for history, the soCial sense
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required to elaborate an educational scheme to match-their political scheme.

The Constitution of the United States is an awesome document, a remarkable

.display of political wisdom; its failure to provide for a system of education

consistent with the demands that a free society would place upon its citizens

was no accidental oversight. The Constitution itself carried the people

politica-1y beyond where their experience and imagination took them.

Before an appropriate educational system vas possible, ignorance and

common sense--both capable of sustenance without schools--would have to.be

proven dangerous or inadequate.. The private free enterprise schools would

have to prove unresponsive to changing social conditions, and the church-

related schools would have to be recognized as representing a threat of divi-

sionto a people engaged in the perilous enterprise of making a nation. A

successful attack would have to be launched onthe persisting.and wide-spread

belief in the legitimacy of social hierarchy. And something would have to

be done to overcome the hostility to free schools that wasp implicit in the

American's romantic attachment to self-reliance, his property, and iti7S'deve1-

.

oping myth of the self-made man. Or, to be more precise, this whole structure

of attitUdes and conditions constituting a barrier to the development of a

system of public eduction woul4 have to be in some.places weakened, in some

bYpassed, in others accommodated. In the'end, we have managed to have our

system of public education, the common school from kindergarten to doctorate,

, and still hold on to our aivisive parlithial institutions and Sustain an im-

pressive number of elitist schools on all levels.

c'

'Massachusetts led the way in the achievement of a system of public edu-

cation, but others follOwed. By 850 every state had created a fund for the

support of public education arid all but Arkansas had granted to towns taxing
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power in sppport bf free schooli. In 1852 Massachusetts required the school

attendance of all children; in 1918 Mississippi became the last state to

make the same requirement. And While many children were not in school at

all, 3,354,000, or 14% of the total white population of the country, were

enrolled in some public institution"in 1850. By' 1971 over one quarter of

the entire population of the country or approximately 55,000,000 Americans

were engaged full-time in the nation s public educational enterprise as stu-

dents,.teachers, or administrators; another 7,000,000 were similarly engaged

in the private sector. If Lyndon Johnson was wrong about education being

the answer to all,the nation's problems, clearly it was at least providing

insurance against unemployment.

And it was feeding the mythology that Horace Mann and others launched

as an instrument of faith and support fOr elle common school. For the vast

American educational enterprise engages so many people today because we

have believed that our public.school system is the basis of s'ocial harmony

and democratic political wisdom; we have attributed to the schbols the upward

social mobility of each new generation of immigrant children and 'their children

' and their children's children; we have seen the schools as a great neutral

bulwark against crime and immorality, an all-American alternative to the spe-

cial claims and divisive roles of prdvate and parochial schools. In this

view, the American school is America in miniature--a society of equal's learn-
,'

ing the tasks and the tone of the democratic way, achieving unity out of di-

versity, harmony out of potential discord. The American school becomes that

most engaging paradox--a mechanism of social control and liberation, an in-

strument for teaching men and women their place and for liberating them from

the place they find themselves in.
0
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Appropriately the commitment of resources to education has been large.

The stastics are impressive. In 1890 only 6.7 percent of the .14-17 age

group was attending an American high school; the percentage in high school

today surpases 90. Half of the age group 18-21 is in college. But the

test of a school is not how many are exposed to it but how well it carries

out the burdens that society places upon it. Has the American school achieved

social harmony? Has it been a significant.instrument of social*mobility?

Has it,been a source of political wisdom? Has it been a bulwark against

crime and immorality? Has it earned the enthusiastic support of the people

or been given only theirgrudging support? Has it achieved high levels of

intellectual quality and academic excellence? Can it do and be everything?

Questions such as these cannot be answered with the kind of almost cer-

tainty with which statistics canbe'quoted to answer other kinds of questiods.

But there are ways that such questions can be epproached productively, foz-

if they cannot really be answered precisely, MUch\that is otherwise inex-
'\

.pIicable about the past becomes clearer i the faCe of such questions.

A measure of the real sentiment of American society toward education

has been the historically despised schoolteacher, taunted if a schoolmaster'

and scorned if a school marm, underpaid if not unp'aid, something of a social

partah expected to keep his Ind her distance from life and society as the

price of marginal employment. Keeping them company is the absent-minded pro-

fessor, a repository of humane values and a seeker of truth, but nonetheless

out of touch 14th reality and not to be trusted by the robust and energetic.

The United States, if nothing else, is a country that has paid for what it

wants and rewarded those it admires. The impoverishment, economically and

psychologically, of schoolteachers and professors as a class, is surely a'
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function of the soCiety's distrust of intellectual values, but it also sug-

gests how lacking in ultimate seriousness has been our commitment to educa-

tion. A people who would rather have new cars than great teachers and gdod

-schools cannot be accus'ed of really believing that the future is made in'

school, whatever their mythology says. Here too, then, is another influence

on our schools and colleges.

We asked too much of our schools and colleges if we expected them also to

deliver intellectual excellence. Benjamin Franklin and Abraham Linqoln

would not choose to be so celebrated and regarded,but they are magnificent

symbols of what can.happen to young men, who did not .go to school at all.

The heroes of nineteenth century American economic growth--a barely literate

commodore Vanderbilt, a John D. Rockefeller taught by his father to cheat at

cards the better to make his way in the world, a self-taught Andrew Carnegie--

made clear enough what happened to ambitious young men who knew no Greek and ,

-Latin, who had been spared disquisitions on moral philosophy, and who under-
,

stood that mon'ey could purchase in the United States what learning could not.

.Bi the time that the offspring of the Vanderbilts and Rockefellers and

-the rest were going to college learning was only a part_of what it was all

about. Even as the professors were becoming more serious about learning, an

increasing number of students were being admitted to colleges and universities

in pursuit of other goals. Under these conditions, as Professor Pierson noted,

academic excellence was increasingly beyond reach.

Aft.er World War II, however, more by accident than by design, schools and

colleges entered into a period unparalleled in the past and unprecedented for

its concern with intellectual rigor and academic excellence. 'For the first

time it was possible, indeed inescapable, for,a significant number of colleges
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and universities to regard themselves as intellectually committed and to ad-

mit,appropriate student bodies. Ironically, the G.I.Bill of Rights, which

sent thousands of students off to collee who in the past would have not

gone beyond the high school, was a boon to.excellence as well as to numbers.

For, by expanding the opportunity for higher education beyond traditional

sources of class and place, it opened the way to recognizing and encouraging

talent that in other times had been denied formal training.

Of course, other factors were at work: the demonstration in the war it-

self that the college-educated, in addition to having"the best of it in re-

wards and creature comforts, possessed the self-confidence, imagination, and

competence that their positions called for; the collapse of anti-Semitism

in hiring and in admissions, ushering into Many colleges and Universities am

intellectual ethos previously denied entry; recognition that a world grown

complex and challenging beond imagination required the application of trained

intelligence as never before. Aptitude,,achievement, and psychological testing

- was widely used to sort out the most promising, and the consequences are still

a matter of debate: what is most significant is that colleges and universi-

ties, under the pressure of apPlications, found themselves'selective and nec-

essarily elevating.intellectual qualities to primary consideration in ad-

missions. Hoever else it may be construed, the community college movement

must also be recognized as a device for'protecting the intellectual strengths

of other segments of state systems of'higher education while being responsive

to popular demand.

Not many institutions were in a position to choose between fielding a

Rose Bowl team or supporting an academic staff of Nobel Prize winners, but

in i,he years after World War II intellectual excellence was seized upon as a,

4 6'
0
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-feasible goal and an honorable commitmerit by the best.institutions in all

sections of the,country. In this undertaking they were initially encouraged

by that generation of veterans that stormed the colleges and Urniversities

.

after 1946, too old to engage in much of the nonsense that colleges had come

to be about, so intent on making up for lost time and on putting the world

back together that they quickly agreed that the appropriate posturelor a col-

lege student was guided by intdllectual seriousness. A vibrant economy helped,

for it graduated great numbers of Americans,into the middle c1aA,.moved them

into suburbs, created new high schools eager to establish themselves as in-

struments of personal ambition and achievement. For many young men and women,

the first in their families to take the'step beyond high school, going to a

"good" college was just as important as going to college at all. Their am-
4

bition fueled the advanced placemen courses in the high schools, created

sophisticated guidance counseling, and forced on the leading institutions a

signiticant ghift away from their traditional sources of students. In impor-

tant ways higher education was not only negotiating a new lease on academic

excellence but as well it waa also becoming national in its outloa.

V.

For the first two hundred years Of American higher education the bacca-

laureate Prlogram.was shaped by the authority ofstradition, seldom challenged

and easily accommodatirig new learning and changipg social conditions. The

degree--there was only one, the B.A.--was a passport to the learned profes7

sions; most of the world's vork was happily and effectively done by people

who had not 'gone to college.

The authority of tradition was undermined in the nineteenth century;

particularly after the Civil War, by the emerging professional acadethicians,
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holders' of the Ph.D. degree who were trained to be responsible to a, particular

b d of knowledge, a disCipline (English, history, biology),and to a particular

style7of learning that came to be regarded as "scientific." The impact of

their growing authoritY on the.traditional course of study was immense: not

only did many new disciplines and subjects find their way into the course of

study but the concept of a wholly elective course-of study was advanced as

an instrument for facilitating thenew subjects.

In the meantime, of course, a dynamic industrial society created new

demands for technical skills, demands that were translated into formal 'bodies

of knowledge that emerged in hundreds of new deiree programs thaX challenged

the supremacy of the B.A. degree, whatever its changing content. By World

War II tradition, the professional academicians, and society'itself shared

authoritY over what was going on in our colleFes and universities. What

was going on was almost anything,.and it went on in the name of the bacca-

laureate degree.

Since World War II the accelerating democratization of higher education--

a

increased access, tremendous.numbers--has created in students a new and,com-

manding authority over the course of study. Students vote with their course

selections: their'interests, their choices, have increasingly helped-to shape

what has been taught, why, and how. The consequence of this dispersal of

.authority' over the curriculum is the:clumsy disar9y, the 'loss of integrity

in the baccalaureate degree, the uncertaintx.over pthelocus of responsibility

that to some extent has called the National Commission.on Excellence in Edu-

cation into existence. Its mission in a sense is to assess the damage done

to the baccalaureate degree by.the often conflicting and dhared authorities,

in school and college, .that have supplanted tradition and to recommend ways
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in which academic eXcellence can be sustained in an often hostile and indif-

ferent environment.

Against great odds, in at least three periods American higher education

-se
has.pchieved in a significant number of institutions a respectable condition

,

. '

of academic excellence. The requirements of-excellence have of course changed
,

from generation to generation, and most institutions have failed to meet the

,standards of quality set by their most demanding critics. Yet, there are no

villains in this history, no tyrants, just many well-intentioned Americans

doing their own thing, too often in the absence of iuch needed direction, co-

operation, and a shared concern for the national consequences.

r .

ft
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